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Abstract
The present study was undertaken as a construct validity study of the
two types of depression hypothesized by Blatt (1974).

Blatt's

descriptions were premised upon the assumption that the depressive
types occur as a result of impairments in the development of object
representations and subsequent maladaptive responses to loss (real or
imagined).

Blatt, D'Afflitti, and Quinlan (1976) derived from their

Depressive Experiences Questionnaire (DEQ) three stable factors,

the

first two of which closely corresponded to Blatt's hypothesized
dimensions.

Factor 1, Dependency, was characterized by intense fear

of abandonment, helplessness, weakness, and a desperate sense of
struggling to maintain physical contact with some significant object.
Factor 2, Self-Criticism,

included items reflecting feelings of

worthlessness, guilt, self-blame, and a sense of having failed to
live up to expectations and standards.

The third factor, Efficacy,

reflected a sense of independence, satisfaction, and self-confidence.
Finding stronger associations between the Self-Criticism factor and
levels of depression, Blatt, Quinlan, Chevron, McDonald, and Zuroff
(1982) proposed that the Dependency factor may tap elements of
depression not typically assessed in traditional measures.
Birtchnell (1984), in his discussion of Affectional and Deferential
dependency components related to depression, hypothesized that
Blatt's (1974) types would be differentially related to dependency as
manifested in the need for autonomy,
vi

succorance, abasement, or

deference.

Seventy-seven female students enrolled in introductory

psychology classes at a state college served as subjects.
replicate Blatt et a l .'s (1976) factor structure,

Failing to

it was decided to

utilize a new factor solution of the DEQ that included three slightly
modified factors.

Based upon composite scores from this new

solution, subjects were assigned to a Dependency,

Self-Criticism,

Efficacy, or Mixed (high Dependency and high Self-Criticism) group.
Subjects completed the Automony, Abasement,

Succorance, and Deference

scales of the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (Edwards, 1959),
the Beck Depression Inventory (Beck, Ward, Mendelson, Mock, &
Erbaugh,

1961) , and the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale

(Crowne & Marlowe,

1960).

Using scores derived from Blatt et al.'s

(1976) original factor solution, a second sample of 82 female
subjects was included for comparison.

The current study's factor

analysis of the DEQ suggested a revision of the structure proposed by
Blatt et a l . (1976) and that the measure be used only with female
subjects.

The revised Efficacy factor,

more clearly tap nondepressed attitudes.

in particular, appeared to
The Self-Criticism factor

appeared to be much less stable and robust than originally
demonstrated.

The current samples demonstrated that the Dependency

and Self-Criticism components do not occur in relative purity in the
college population.

The pattern of results obtained in this study

suggested that the DEQ Dependency and Self-Criticism factors do not
clearly represent the anaclitic and introjective depression types
originally hypothesized by Blatt (1974).

Unloved, Unlovable, Both, or None of the Above?
A Construct Validity Study of the
Depressive Experiences Questionnaire
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In its delineation of affective disorders, the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual, 3rd ed.

(DSM-III-R) of the American Psychiatric

Association (1987) suggests that severity of an affective disorder
differentiates major depression from its cyclothymic, dysthymic, and
atypical counterparts, suggesting that severity be assessed
according to three levels of dysfunction.

The specific diagnostic

criteria for these groups, however, hint at qualitative differences
(van Praag, 1982); the diagnostic criteria for dysthymic depression,
for example, are not simply a subset of those for major depression
but include items not found in the latter.

Van Praag (1982)

suggested that the confusion generated by the many clinical and
theoretical descriptions of depression (including those of the DSMIII-R) stems from a failure to separately define symptomatology,
etiology, and course.

Arguing that there is a reluctance to drop

the nosological approach in favor of a dimensional one, van Praag
stated,

"If there is a predictable relation between the factors

etiology,

syndrome, and course,

then the disease picture in question

can be called a nosological entity,...but the nosological entity
(Kraepelin's ideal) is a rarity in psychiatry,
fiction"

if not a total

(p. 316).

The current study takes as its starting point Blatt's (1974)
argument that "depression is, in part [emphasis added], a function
of impairments in the development of object representation" (p.
107).

"The predisposition to depression is determined by the

failure to establish adequate levels of object representation"
(Blatt, 1974, p. 149).

These impairments leave the individual
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vulnerable to experiences of loss (real or imagined), and it is the
response to loss that defines the characteristics of what Blatt has
called anaclitic and introjective depression.

According to Blatt,

the implicit issue in the various formulations of depression is
whether depression should be viewed as a single, unitary disorder
or, consonant with Blatt's reviews, as conceptually distinct,
multiple phenomena.
In anaclitic depression, object representations are relatively
undifferentiated and are at the symbiotic and early substages of
separation and individuation (cf. Mahler, 1968).

Blatt (1974)

described the characteristics in this form of depression as intense
dependency on others for support and gratification, feelings of
hunger and depletion, vulnerability to feelings of deprivation, and
difficulty in managing anger for fear of losing the object of
satisfaction.

Introjective depression, on the other hand,

is

developmentally more advanced than anaclitic depression and is
characterized by feelings of low self-esteem, guilt, vulnerability
to failure and criticism, and a tendency to assume responsibility
and blame.

Blatt (1974) suggested that the introjective individual

feels unlovable, and the anaclitic, unloved.
Blatt, D'Afflitti, and Quinlan (1976) reviewed the clinical
literature on the experiences described by depressed individuals and
derived many experiential statements that were frequently reported.
Three highly stable factors emerged from the analysis of the
Depressive Experiences Questionnaire (DEQ).

A Dependency factor

contained items that were primarily externally directed and
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exhibited concerns about abandonment, loneliness, helplessness,
wanting to be close to and dependent on others,

rejection, and

difficulty in managing anger for fear of losing someone.

A Self-

Criticism factor showed more internally-directed concerns about
feeling guilty, hopeless, empty, threatened by change, blameworthy,
and critical of self.

The third factor was labeled Efficacy and

reflected a sense of independence, satisfaction, and confidence
about one's resources and capacities.

The first two factors were

consistent with Blatt's earlier (1974) theorized dimensions of
anaclitic and introjective depression.
Theory and research have shown the three factors to be both
descriptively and empirically useful in the study of such diverse
subjects as the following:

experiences and diagnosis of depression

in normal and clinical samples (Blatt, 1974; Blatt, D'Afflitti, &
Quinlan, 1976; Blatt, Quinlan, Chevron, McDonald, & Zuroff, 1982);
dependency (Birtchnell, 1984); quality of parental representations
(Blatt, Wein, Chevron, & Quinlan, 1979); the need to establish and
maintain close physical contact with others (Stein & Sanfilipo,
1985); differential responses to chronic pain (Stein, Fruchter, &
Trief,

1983); differential personal remembrances of child-rearing

practices and resultant predisposition to depression (McCranie &
Bass, 1984); and gender differences in the experiences of depression
(Chevron, Quinlan, & Blatt, 1978).
Birtchnell (1984) reviewed the literature concerning the
relationship of dependency (here, dependency in a broad sense) to
depression.

The author argued that much of the confusion generated
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in attempting to formulate definitions of and measures of dependency
(and thus relate it to the experience of depression) stems from a
failure to appreciate its separate components.

The author compared

an Affectional component of dependency to Blatt's (1974) description
of anaclitic depression and to the psychological need for
succorance, postulating an emphasis on a dependent need for
affection and physical contact.

A Deferential component of

dependency was compared to Blatt's introjective depression and to
the needs for deference and abasement, emphasizing subordination of
self to others and a tendency toward self-criticism.

Birtchnell

reasoned that the psychological styles of Succorance, Deference,
Abasement, and Autonomy, as measured on the Edwards Personal
Preference Schedule (Edwards,

1959), should be differentially

related to the three factors of the DEQ.
Gough, Barrett, Korchin,

Hirschfeld, Klerman,

and Chodoff (1977) proposed a tripartite

description of dependency based on concepts derived from
psychoanalytic, social learning, and ethological theories.

Drawing

from and supplementing the previously existing measures of
interpersonal dependency, Hirschfeld et a l . (1977) analyzed a new
self-report inventory and found three factors which were labeled in
the following manner:

(1) Emotional Reliance on Another Person,

Lack of Social Self-Confidence, and (3) Assertion of Autonomy.

(2)
The

three dimensions are quite similar to Birtchnell and Blatt's
formulations.
The DEQ factors have also shown differential relationships to
measures of mood.

Blatt et a l . (1976), in their original study on
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the DEQ, found that the Dependency ("anaclitic") factor had a
significantly lower correlation with a mood scale than did the SelfCriticism (11introj ective") factor.
Stein and Sanfilipo (1985).

Similar results were found by

In a comparable sample, Blatt et al.

(1976) also found that only the Self-Criticism factor correlated
significantly with the Zung (Zung, 1972, cited in Blatt et a l . ,
1976) Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS).

An item analysis,

however, revealed the Dependency factor to exhibit significant
correlations with five Zung items related primarily to somatic vegetative, noncognitive concerns.

The Self-Criticism factor was

associated with the 14 items on the SDS' primary factor "Loss of
Self Esteem".
Blatt et a l . (1982) found that for a patient sample both
factors correlated significantly with BDI scores.

The significance

of the low (.19) correlation for Dependency and BDI scores, however,
was influenced by the large sample size, and the correlation for
Self-Criticism and BDI scores was notably higher (.36).

Smith,

O'Keeffe, and Jenkins (1987) found, in a sample of college students,
Self-Criticism, but not Dependency, was significantly related to BDI
scores.

Birtchnell (1984) suggested that the Deferential component

of dependency (the one associated with introjective depression) is
that which "most clearly overlaps with depression itself and is
equivalent to the enduring negative attitudes of Beck's depressionprone person" (p. 223).
The inventory developed by Beck, Ward, Mendelson, Mock, and
Erbaugh (1961, the Beck Depression Inventory) appears to include
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several categories descriptive of an introjective, self-critical
depression.

Unlike the SDS where the majority of items are of a

'psychological' rather than somatic nature,

the BDI includes a

number of items assessing both aspects of depressive symptomatology.
Responses to the BDI, if not also exhibiting between-groups
differences,

should exhibit differential item endorsement by

anaclitically versus introjectively depressed persons.
Blatt et a l . (1976),

Concluded

"The Depressive Experiences Questionnaire

Dependency factor appears to assess a dimension of depression not
usually emphasized in traditional measures of depression" (p. 387).
A construct validity study of the Dependency and Self-Criticism
scales of the DEQ was conducted by Zuroff, Moskowitz, Wielgus,
Powers, and Franko (1983).

Measuring students' DEQ responses three

times over a college semester,

the investigators found test-retest

correlations ranging from .81 to .89 for the Dependency scale and
from .68 to .83 for the Self-Criticism scale.

To test the

hypothesis of the greater guilt experienced in the introjective
depression, the researchers used the Mosher Guilt Scale (1966, cited
in Zuroff et al., 1983) and reported a positive association between
Self-Criticism scores and levels of moral guilt, as was predicted.
The association was smaller but also significant for the Dependency
scale, a result overlooked by the researchers in the discussion of
their findings.

Using Witkin's (1949) Rod and Frame Test, the

investigators also tested the hypothesis that level of psychological
differentiation (here, field dependence/independence) would be lower
(i.e., reveal more field dependence) for Dependency scores.

This
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hypothesis was not supported, and the authors concluded that there
was little evidence to suggest that anaclitic and introjective
depression, as measured by the DEQ, are related to a developmental
continuum and/or psychological differentiation.

The study also

failed to obtain any significant differences in interpersonal
behaviors exhibited by the two groups.

To account for these null

results, Zuroff and colleagues suggested,
placed on the theory,

"Whether blame should be

the DEQ, or the other measures involved must

be determined by further research" (p. 235).
Welkowitz, Lish, and Bond (1985) noted that Blatt et a l .'s
(1976) DEQ normalized-score procedure for computing subject scores
is rather cumbersome, and it has also been noted that some of the
researchers making use of the DEQ employ questionable scoring
procedures.

Chevron et al.

to score both genders.

(1978), for instance, used female norms

Although this use may have been justified

because an insufficient number of subjects had been used to derive
the DEQ factor structure for males (n = 176, Blatt et al., 1976),
the proper empirical investigation of potential gender differences
for the DEQ has not yet been undertaken.
report,

Chevron et a l . (1978) do

in a footnote, that the two factor structures originally

obtained by Blatt and associates showed good congruence (>.800,
Blatt et al., 1976).
Welkowitz and associates (1985) proposed a more parsimonious
unit-weight scoring system (or composite score procedure) for the
DEQ, arguing that for linear models, equal weights perform
"excellently" and factor weights are only marginally superior.

Regrettably, these researchers then went on to base part of the
criteria for item inclusion on the original male norms.
In their study of DEQ responses in normal and clinical samples,
Blatt and colleagues (1982) found no intercorrelation between the
Dependency and Self-Criticism scales for normal subjects and a low
but significant correlation for the patient sample.

No significant

intercorrelations were found with the Efficacy scale.

Smith et a l .

(1987) also failed to find a significant intercorrelation between
the two depression scales in a student sample but did not include
the Efficacy scale in their study.

Zuroff et a l . (1983) found a

significant intercorrelation between the Dependency and SelfCriticism scales only upon retesting, with the two independent upon
initial testing.

A significant and much stronger intercorrelation

was found by Welkowitz and associates (1985; r = .66), but again the
Efficacy scale exhibited no significant association to the other two
DEQ scales.

Using a multiple regression technique with BDI scores

as the dependent variable,

these researchers stated that the results

revealed that "the anaclitic trait has no effect on depression that
it does not share with the introjective trait" (p. 94).

Such

diversity of results raises questions concerning sample
comparability, scoring procedure variations, time of measurement
effects, and, perhaps most importantly, the nature of the
relationship between the Dependency and Self-Criticism DEQ factors.
To assess the interrelationships of the DEQ factors and the
factors' associations to conceptually related measures,

the current

investigation is intended as a construct validity study of the DEQ.
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Given the hypothetical descriptions of anaclitic and introjective
depression and representative factors from the DEQ, female subjects
will be assigned to groups on the basis of their DEQ composite scale
scores.

To review the hypotheses stated above, it is anticipated

that those groups will show differential endorsement of abasing,
autonomous, deferential, and succorant styles as measured on the
Edwards Personal Preference Schedule.

Those groups are also

expected to exhibit significantly different levels of depression as
assessed by the Beck Depression Inventory.

Implications for a

reconceptualization of depression as an affective disorder including
two distinguishable types will be considered.
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Method
Subj ects
Because of concerns regarding the original DEQ factor solution
structure chosen by Blatt et al.

(1976), two samples of subjects

were included in the current study.

The first sample was chosen

according to a reanalyzed principle components analysis of the DEQ.
The second sample was chosen on the basis of composite factor scores
obtained from Blatt et a l .'s (1976) original factor solution.
Details of these analyses will be addressed below.
Sample 1.
Female college students at a small southeastern university
served as subjects.

The students were enrolled in introductory

psychology classes in Fall, 1987.

All students in those courses

were administered the Depressive Experiences Questionnaire (DEQ,
Blatt et a l . , 1976) as part of a battery of tests given early in the
semester.

Participation was voluntary.

Of the more than 500

females in the psychology classes, 304 students had returned the DEQ
when data analysis began.

Twelve subjects' data were excluded due

to incomplete questionnaires.

Female students who had one DEQ

factor score (Dependency, Self-Criticism, or Efficacy) falling in
the top quartile of that scale's score distribution and whose other
two factor scores were in the lower two quartiles were eligible for
participation in the current study.

The use of this quartile split

procedure revealed another potential group, including subjects whose
Dependency and Self-Criticism factor scores were both in the top
quartile of each distribution and whose Efficacy scores were in the
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bottommost quartile.

This group is subsequently referred to as the

"Mixed" depression group.
Students were contacted by phone by this experimenter and asked
to participate in a study about mood, personal preferences, and
interpersonal attitudes.
agreed to participate.

Of the 81 students who were contacted, 77
Students participating in the study received

one and one-half hours of credit toward completion of a course
research requirement.
Sample 2
The second sample of 84 female students was recruited through
participation sign-up sheets, posted in the psychology department,
announcing a study on personal preferences, attitudes, and mood.
Data from two subjects were excluded due to incomplete responses.
Participation was open to all female students in introductory
psychology courses, and subjects received one hour credit toward
fulfillment of a course research requirement.
Measures
Depressive Experiences Questionnaire (DEQ, Blatt et al., 1976):
This 66-item questionnaire is made up of statements derived by the
researchers from the clinical literature on the experiences
described by depressed individuals.

Deleting items that seemed tied

to a particular theoretical orientation, 66 of the original pool of
150 items were kept and put into a format in which normal, college
student subjects were asked to rate items on a 7 -point scale from
strongly agree (1) to strongly disagree (7).

A principle components

factor analysis with varimax rotation revealed three major factors
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emerging from the data, namely Dependency, Self-Criticism, and
Efficacy.

Subjects in both samples for the present study were

assigned to an experimental group on the basis of their percentile
rankings derived from composite scores for each factor.
Beck Depression Inventory (Beck, Ward, Mendelson, Mock, &
Erbaugh, 1961):

A 21-item inventory, each symptom-related item is

followed by four response options which indicate an individual's
level of endorsement of each statement (and, thus, severity of
symptoms).

Subjects may choose more than one option,

though for

purposes of analysis only the higher of the items will be recorded.
Bumberry, Oliver, and McClure (1978) demonstrated that with depth of
depression as the measurement standard, the BDI showed good
psychometric validity.

Bumberry et a l . (1978) and Hammen (1980),

however, questioned the inventory's reliability.
Beck et a l . (1961) provided the following depression categories
and BDI cutoff scores:

0-9, not depressed; 10-15, mildly depressed;

16-23, moderate depression; 24-63, severe depression.
Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS, Edwards,

1959):

Originally a 225 item, forced-choice measure of an individual's
current psychological needs or motives, the current study utilized
only the 100 items which comprise the Deference, Autonomy,
Succorance, and Abasement needs.

Each item presents two statements,

and a subject is instructed to choose the one that is more
representative of how he or she feels or what he or she likes.
separate score is obtained for each need scale.

A
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Social Desirability Scale (Crowne-Marlowe, 1960):
inventory consists of 33 true/false items.

This

Made up of statements

that are either socially desirable but highly unlikely ("I have
never deliberately said something that hurt someone's feelings") or
undesirable but very likely ("There have been times when I was quite
jealous of the good fortunes of others"),

this inventory assesses a

subject's social desirability response bias.
Procedure
Sample 1
Once subjects were chosen (as outlined above), each was
contacted by telephone.

Subjects were told that they would be asked

to respond to three questionnaires, requiring 40 minutes to
complete.

The DEQ, EPPS, and BDI were administered to subjects in

seven groups of five to 20 subjects each.

Order of presentation was

the same for all subjects (DEQ, EPPS, BDI).

These subjects also

participated in a later interactional portion of the study, results
of which will not be included in this report.

The social

desirability scale was completed at that time, and this data is
included in the present correlational results.

Subjects were

individually verbally debriefed and thanked for their participation.
Sample 2
The DEQ, EPPS, and BDI were administered to subjects in three
groups of 15 to 45 subjects each (using the same instructions as for
Sample 1).

When subjects had completed all questionnaires,

they

were escorted to another room where they were given a verbal
debriefing and allowed to ask any questions they might have had.
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Results
Sample 1
A principle components analysis with varimax rotation was
performed for the mass testing DEQ data to compare the present
sample's factor solution structure with that of Blatt et a l . (1976).
The first three factors accounted for 26.2% of the variance, with
eigenvalues of 10.00, 3.96, and 3.35.

Items loading .40 or greater

on the first factor were generally similar to those identified by
Blatt et a l .

Greater differences were found for the second factor.

Items concerning self-blame, guilt feelings, helplessness, criticism
of self, and difficulty accepting weaknesses in the self did not
load above .40.

Items reflecting a sense of acceptance by others,

making full use of one's abilities, having many inner resources, and
feeling good about oneself were instead associated with this factor.
The third factor also did not appear to coincide with the original
Efficacy scale.

Items concerning inner resources, strong impact on

others, and satisfaction did not load above .40, but items
concerning feelings of unworthiness, difficulties accepting
weaknesses in the self, and critical comparison of the self to goals
and standards were among the highest loading items.

The failure to

replicate the original DEQ factor structure prompted a decision to
explore alternative factor solutions.
Additional orthogonal rotations appeared to make no appreciable
differences in the factor structure.

An oblimin rotation allowing

for the greatest degree of obliqueness resulted in only minimally
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correlated factors (greatest intercorrelation = .20).

The pattern

of factor loadings was nearly identical between the present
orthogonal and oblique solutions.

According to Blatt's descriptions

of the original factors, the current analyses resulted in a reversal
of the second and third factors as compared to Blatt et al.'s (1976)
original solution.

In the present analyses, the first factor was

denoted as Dependency; the second as Efficacy; and the third, SelfCriticism.

Due to an artifact,

item weightings were reversed for

the second factors of the orthogonal and oblique solutions.

Because

the oblique solution provided high composite scores interpretable as
high Efficacy (and orthogonal high scores would have been
interpreted as low Efficacy), the oblique structure matrix was used
to create composite scales for ease of data interpretation.

For the

other two factors, high composite scores represented high Dependency
and high Self-Criticism.
Too late for complete reanalysis of the present study, it was
recognized that it would have been possible to simply reverse the
weightings for all items on the second factor of the orthogonal
solution to bring it in line with the direction of scores on the
other factors.
oversight.

The writer takes full responsibility for this

The few composite items (.40 and higher) differing

between the two rotations are associated with the Dependency factor,
and those items had an average factor loading of .374 in the
orthogonal solution.

The pattern of correlational results between

the first factor and BDI scores, EPPS subscales, and social
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desirability scores, however, did not change appreciably when the
composite Dependency scale was computed according to the current
orthogonal structure solution.
Both rotations in the present study produced a first factor
composed of high-loading items conceptually consistent with the
description of anaclitic depression, though items concerning
feelings of guilt, being threatened by change, and self-devaluation
were also included.

Looking specifically at the oblimin factor,

the

factorial determination, or average accounted-for variability, was
.08.

According to the factor loadings provided by Blatt et a l .

(1976), that figure was computed to be .07 for their original
factor.

The coefficient of congruence, or degree of factorial

similarity,

(Harman, 1976) was computed to be .93 between Blatt et

al.'s original orthogonal factor and the current oblimin factor, an
acceptable degree of similarity.
The second oblimin factor was composed of items reflecting a
clear sense of self-efficacy.

These included the following:

a

sense of inner resources and full use of abilities, satisfaction
with self and accomplishments, a good feeling about the self
regardless of failure, a sense of acceptance by others, and denial
of insecurity, helplessness, feelings of emptiness, dissatisfaction,
failure to live up to others' expectations, or discrepancies between
real and ideal self.
factor was

.06.

The factorial determination for this Efficacy

The third oblimin factor included items reflecting

the introjective depression character, with feelings of
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unworthiness, high expectations by self and others, difficulties in
accepting weaknesses in the self, and critical self-appraisal and
frequent comparison to goals and standards.
was

.04.

Factorial determination

The factor structure matrix is reproduced in Appendix A.

As outlined above, composite scores from this oblimin solution
were used to assign subjects to groups.

The frequent occurrence of

high scores on the Dependency and Self-Criticism scales with a low
score on the Efficacy scale prompted the inclusion of the "Mixed"
depression group in addition to the other three groups.
subjects chosen from mass testing,

For the 77

test-retest correlations for the

DEQ revealed an overall correlation of .86; a Dependency factor
correlation of .89;
the Efficacy factor.

.85, for the Self-Criticism factor; and .90 for
Due to the delay between the two completions

of the DEQ (three to four weeks) and uncertainty regarding the
temporal stability of the underlying constructs,

it was decided to

employ the retest DEQ data in all subsequent analyses.
DEQ retest data were used to confirm group assignment, and
based now on a composite score median-split procedure, 21 subjects
could no longer be assigned to any of the original four groups.
Thirteen subjects were now in the Dependency group; only four
subjects met the criteria for inclusion in the Self-Criticism group;
20 subjects comprised the Efficacy group; and the Mixed group, 19.
Strikingly,

12 of the 21 unassigned subjects now displayed high

scores on the Self-Criticism and Efficacy factors with a low score
on the Dependency factor.

(A similar configuration had been noted
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in the mass testing score distribution.)

Due to the apparent

frequency of this pattern, a fifth group was included in the
analyses and will be referred to as the Critical Capable group.

Due

to the small number of subjects in the Self-Criticism group, these
subjects were included only in correlational analyses.
Given the nature of the new Efficacy scale, it was anticipated
that this scale would be a non-depressed equivalent to the other two
DEQ scales, as measured on the Beck Depression Inventory.

The level

of depression thought to be expressed by the Critical Capable
subjects was not predicted.

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the

BDI responses revealed significant differences among the four
groups, F (3, 60) = 18.31, p < .0001.

An eta

index showed this

effect to account for 48% of the total variance.
subsequent ANOVA's,

For this and all

three non-orthogonal comparisons were computed.

These compared the Dependency and Mixed groups, the Efficacy group
with those two depression groups, and the Efficacy and Critical
Capable groups.

Due to heterogeneity of variance, comparisons for

the groups' BDI scores were evaluated according to a separate
variance estimate.

Efficacy subjects, as expected, were

significantly less depressed than were the two DEQ depression groups
(M = 2.3 and 11.3, respectively), F (1, 60) = 4 8 . 6 6 , p < .001.

The

Dependency subjects' mean BDI score, however, was below the
criterion originally set by Beck et a l . (1961) for inclusion in the
"mild" depression category (M = 8.5 vs a criterion of 10).

The

Mixed subjects exhibited significantly higher depression scores than
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did the Dependency subjects (M = 14.1 vs. 8.5), F (1,30) = 5.30, p <
.05.

The former subjects met Beck et a l .'s "mildly" depressed

criterion.

The Efficacy and Critical Capable groups did not differ

significantly.

See Table 1 for more complete descriptive statistics

for all groups.

Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for BDI Scores by Group, Sample 1

Group

DCY

MIX

CRIT

2.30

3.00

M

8.54

SD

5.39

8. 28

2.05

3.13

13

19

20

12

n

i:

14.11

EFFIC

DCY = Dependency. MIX = Mixed. EFFIC = Efficacy.
CRIT - Critical Capable.

Turning to the Edwards' subscales, two of the four scales
exhibited significant between-groups differences.

The results,

however, were much in contrast to those anticipated.

Though the

omnibus F for the Deference scale did not reach significance,

the

planned comparisons, based on a pooled variance estimate, revealed
that the Efficacy subjects endorsed a significantly more deferential
style than did the two "depression" groups (M = 10.8 and 8.6,
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respectively), F (1, 60) = 5.99, p < .05.

Efficacy subjects were

also more deferential than were Critical Capable subjects (M for the
latter = 8.4), F (1, 60) = 4 . 5 7 , p < .05.
differences between the depression groups.

There were no significant
Generally, however,

subjects did not express a strongly deferential style, endorsing a
maximum of 16 items out of a possible 28.

The maximum number of

items endorsed on the other scales ranged from 23 to 26.
The abasement scale exhibited a significant omnibus effect, F
(3, 60) = 12.83, p < .0001.

The total variance explained by this

effect was computed to be 39%.

Comparisons, computed with a pooled

variance estimate, revealed that the Efficacy subjects endorsed a
significantly less

abasing style than did Dependency and Mixed group

subjects,

vs 14.6), F (1, 60) = 18.59,

(M = 9.3

p < .001.The two

depression groups did not exhibit significant differences.

There

was a tendency for

Critical Capable subjects to

express aless

abasing style than

did the Efficacy subjects (M

= 6.5 forthe

former), F (1, 60)

= 3.16, p = .08.

The four groups were not significantly different in their
endorsement of a succorant or an autonomous style.
Table 2 presents the correlational results for the DEQ scales,
the four EPPS subscales, BDI scores, and the social desirability
index across all five groups.

Of the significant correlations, only

those with values of .30 or greater, which were significant at p <
.01, will be reported in the text.
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Table 2
Sample 1 Correlation Matrix for D E Q , EPPS, B D I , and Social
Desirability Scores

DCY

S-CRIT

DCY

.40

S-CRIT

EFFIC

BDI

- .80

. 66

- .53

.44

EFFIC

- .78

ABAS

55

22

- .63

.52

DEF

31

31

.29

- .27

SUCC

01

32

.15

-

AUT

21

16

.04

.20

SOC DSB

26

15

.28

- .39

DEF

SUCC

AUT

.00

- .19

- .07

ABAS
ABAS
DEF

.02

SUCC
SOC DSB

-

.25

.11

-.15

.10

-

.12

-

.10

-.27

Note: n = 68. DCY = Dependency. S-CRIT = Self-Criticism.
EFFIC = Efficacy. ABAS = Abasement. DEF= Deference.
SUCC = Succorance.
Desirability.

AUT = Autonomy.

SOC DSB = Social

BDI = Beck Depression Inventory.
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All three DEQ scales were significantly intercorrelated.

The

Dependency and Self-Criticism scales were positively associated, r =
.40.

Dependency and Efficacy exhibited a negative association, r =

-.80.

The Self-Criticism and Efficacy scales were also negatively

associated but to a lesser degree, r = -.53.

The Dependency scale

was also positively correlated with the Abasement scale,

(r = .55)

and showed a negative correlation with the Deference scale (r =
-.31).

BDI scores were positively associated with the Dependency

factor, r = .66.

The Self-Criticism scale showed a negative

relationship with the succorance scale (r = -.32), a negative
association with the deference scale (r = -.31), and, like the
Dependency scale, a positive but smaller association with BDI scores
(r = .44).

The Efficacy scale was negatively correlated with the

Abasement scale (r = -.63) and was also negatively correlated with
BDI scores (r = -.78).
Given the dual contribution of Dependency and Self-Criticism
scores in the Mixed group, partial correlations were computed to
assess the relative contribution of those two scales to the BDI
associations.

When Self-Criticism scores were controlled for in the

Dependency/BDI relationship, the resulting correlation was lower but
remained fairly strong (first-order r = .59 vs zero order r = .66).
A similar result was found for Dependency scores derived from the
orthogonal rotation.

When controlling for Dependency scores in the

Self-Criticism/BDI relationship,
modified to .25.

the original correlation (.44) was

This decrease in association was not quite as

great when orthogonal composite scores were analyzed.
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None of the EPPS subscales were significantly correlated, and
only the Abasement subscale exhibited a correlation greater than .30
with the BDI, r = .52.

One correlation with the social desirability

index met the report criterion.

There was a negative relationship

between a social desirability bias and BDI scores, r = -.39.
Due to the sample size, a principle components analysis of the
BDI was not undertaken.
Table 3 provides means and standard deviations for the DEQ
scales, EPPS subscales, and BDI scores for all subjects in Sample 1
and in Sample 2.

Table 3
Descriptive Statistics for EPPS Subscales and BDI Scores
by Sample

M

SD

DEF

ABAS

AUT

SUCC

BDI

Sample 1

9.2

11.5

12.2

14.6

7.1

Sample 2

8.5

11.4

11.4

12.9

10.1

Sample 1

3.2

5.4

3.7

4.3

6.9

Sample 2

3.1

4.7

4.1

4.4

8.6

Note: n = 77, Sample 1
n = 84, Sample 2
DEF = Deference. ABAS = Abasement. AUT = Autonomy.
SUCC = Succorance. BDI = Beck Depression Inventory.
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Sample 2
For Sample 2, the Dependency, Self-Criticism, and Efficacy
scales were computed according to composite scores derived from
Blatt et al.'s (1976) original factor structure.

Comparing the two

samples on the EPPS and BDI data, significant differences were found
for the Succorance subscale and Beck depression scores.

Subjects in

Sample 1 endorsed a significantly more succorant style, t (1, 159) =
2.42, £ < .05, and were significantly less depressed (M = 7.1 vs
10.1), t (1, 159) = -2.42, £ <

.05.

The correlational matrix for this group included the three DEQ
scales, the four EPPS subscales, and BDI data.
presented in Table 4.

The results are

As above, only correlations greater than .30,

significant at £ < .01, will be reported here.

The pattern of DEQ

scale intercorrelations was quite different from the Sample 1
results.

Only the association between the Dependency and Self-

Criticism scales met the report criterion, r = .66, £ < .001.

Also

in contrast to Sample 1, there were significant intercorrelations
among the EPPS subscales.

The Abasement and Deference subscales

were positively correlated, r = .38, and the Deference and Autonomy
subscales were negatively correlated, r = -.31.

Looking to the

relationships among the DEQ scales and other measures, the
Dependency scale was negatively associated with the Autonomy
subscale, r = -.34, and was positively associated to the Abasement
scale, r = .41.

That DEQ scale was also positively correlated with

BDI scores, r = .41.

The Self-Criticism scale was also positively

associated with BDI scores and to a greater degree, r = .60.

That

DEQ scale also correlated positively with the Abasement scale, r
.34.

A positive correlation was exhibited between the Abasement

subscale and BDI scores, r = .37.

Table 4
Sample 2 Correlation Matrix for DEQ, EPPS, and BDI Data

DCY

S-CRIT
.66

DCY
S-CRIT

EFFIC

BDI

- .19

.41

- .13

.60

EFFIC
ABAS
DEF
SUCC
AUT

-.27
.41

.34

- .26

.37

- .03

- .04

-.07

- .05

.04

.02

- .23

.12

- .34

- .15

- .08

- .10

DEF

SUCC

AUT

.38

.11

- .25

.07

- .31

ABAS
ABAS
DEF
SUCC

- .14

Note: n == 68. DCY = Dependency.

S-CRIT = Self- Criticism.

EFFIC = Efficacy. ABAS = Abasement. DEF= Deference.
SUCC = Succorance.

AUT = Autonomy.

Beck Depression Inventory.

BDI =
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When subjects from Sample 2 were assigned to groups on the
basis of a median-split procedure,
subsequent analyses.

34 subjects were excluded from

Of these, 28 scored below or above the

median on all three scales; 4 had high scores on the Dependency and
Efficacy scales; and 2 had missing data.
remaining,

Of the 50 subjects

five could be assigned to the Dependency group,

four to

the Self-Criticism group, 18 to the Mixed group, 16 to the Efficacy
group, and seven to the Critical Capable group.

Because of the

small number of subjects in the first two groups and the last, only
the Mixed and Efficacy groups were included in analyses of EPPS
subscales and BDI scores.
T-tests revealed that there were no significant differences
between the Efficacy and Mixed groups on the EPPS' Deference,
Succorance, or Autonomy subscales.

Mixed group subjects, however,

endorsed a significantly more abasing style than did the Efficacy
subjects (M = 15.2 vs 8.8), t (1, 32) = 5.19, p < -001-

The two

groups also exhibited significant differences on the BDI, with Mixed
subjects more depressed than Efficacy subjects (M = 19.3 vs 5.8), t
(1, 32) = 4.31 £ < .001.

According to Beck et al.'s (1961)

criteria, the Efficacy subjects fell in the nondepressed range and
Mixed subjects in the moderately depressed range.

There was,

however, a great deal of variability in depression scores for the
Mixed group (SD = 11.96).
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Discussion
Of the several DEQ articles and studies reviewed earlier in
this paper, all have employed a factor scoring procedure based
wholly, or at least in good part, on Blatt and associates'
Note 1) original factor solution.

(1976,

The results of the current

investigation cast doubt upon the usefulness of the factor scoring
procedure developed by Blatt and associates.

The sample size for

the present study was admittedly smaller than ideally would have
been desired for the mulivariate analysis.

The ratio of subjects to

items, was just below 5:1; however, the high degree of factorial
similarity for the first factor of the two solutions would seem to
suggest an adequate basis for comparison of the full solution
obtained in this study with that reported by Blatt et a l .

The

eigenvalues, accounted-for variance, and factorial determinations
were all quite comparable across the two samples.

Though the

present study's maximally oblique rotation did not produce strongly
correlated factors, the reversal of Factors 2 and 3 and the
emergence of a clearer Efficacy factor suggested a reconsideration
of Blatt and colleagues' original orthogonal solution.
Although the current investigation's orthogonal solution would
have have been appropriate for the derivation of composite scores,
it is argued that the overall pattern and interpretation of results
is not contingent on the oblique versus orthogonal solution.

The

few items included in the oblimin-based composite scale are unlikely
to have made meaningful differences in the general critique of the
DEQ and its association to other measures.

This is borne out in
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reanalyzed correlational data based on an orthogonally-derived
Dependency scores.
A word should be included in regard to the decision to retain
the original DEQ factor names.

While the current Dependency factor

was highly similar to that described by Blatt et al.

(1976), it also

included three high-loading items associated with the orthogonal
Self-Criticism factor.

The orthogonal and oblique Self-Criticism

factors were more similar conceptually, but the present study's
factor was comprised of substantially fewer composite items.

The

Efficacy factor, on the other hand, was comprised of substantially
more items.

A prominent sense of confidence, self-satisfaction, and

security was reflected in those items, but the breadth of selfdescriptive qualities included in this factor is not necessarily
comparable to the more control-focused "efficacy" character
described in the learned helplessness literature (e.g., Seligman,
1975).

With these slight disclaimers,

the original DEQ labels will

be employed throughout this report.
Considering first Blatt et a l .'s original Efficacy factor,

it

might have been hypothesized in previous research that this DEQ
factor would exhibit significant inverse relationships with
depression measures.

The original Efficacy items expressed a sense

of confidence in inner resources,

independence, satisfaction,

strength, and a setting of high goals and standards;

the character

of this factor would appear to stand in opposition to expressions of
depressive symptomatology.

Of the studies that have included the

Efficacy scale, little support for this prediction has been
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demonstrated, with correlations between the Efficacy scale and
depression measures ranging from -.10 to -.28 (Blatt et al., 1982;
Stein 6c Sanfiliop, 1985; Welkowitz et a l ., 1985).

The Efficacy

scale has also not shown significant inverse relationships with the
other two depression DEQ scales (Blatt et al., 1982; Welkowitz et
a l ., 1985).

In contrast, the pattern of results found for the

current Efficacy factor in this study argues for the nondepressed,
independent character of this factor.

These results include the

significantly lower levels of depression expressed by Efficacy group
subjects, an overall Sample 1 strong negative correlation between
the Efficacy scale and BDI scores, and a significant and strong
inverse relationship with the Dependency and Self-Criticism scales.
Perhaps the most surprising of all of the study's findings is
the apparent lack of a clearly specifiable self-critical depressive
group.

In their 1982 study comparing normal and clinical samples,

Blatt and colleagues argued that "the most severe form of clinical
depression appears to be a consequence of a combination of these two
sources of depression [dependency and self-criticism], which occur
in relative independence in nonclinical subjects" (p. 121).

This

claim of relative independence was not supported in Sample 1 or
Sample 2, with relatively large numbers of subjects fitting
inclusion criteria for the Dependency, Mixed, and Efficacy groups.
The BDI mean for Sample 1 is comparable to that reported in Gotlib's
(1984) study of college students.

It is unlikely that the

prevalence of the Dependency/Self-Criticism combination is due to
unusually high levels of depression in the current non-clinical
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group.
Whether the factor structure from Blatt et al.

(1976) or from

the present analysis was employed to create composite scores,

it was

difficult to identify subjects who scored high on the Self-Criticism
factor and comparably low on the other two DEQ factors.

The

predominantly correlational analyses reported in previous research
have obscured the difficulties encountered when using Self-Criticism
scores to create distinct types.

As observed in this study, the

Self-Criticism scale alone does exhibit significant associations
with other measures, but, when subjects' scores on all three DEQ
scales are compared and contrasted, Self-Criticism scores do not
frequently occur in combination with low scores on the other two
scales.

What does appear to be a frequent pattern is the occurrence

of high Self-Criticism scores with either high Dependency or
Efficacy scores.

With the Dependency combination (i.e., the Mixed

group), depression level is significantly increased, consistent with
the observations of Blatt et al.

(1982).

In order to determine the

relative contribution of each component to some of the correlational
data, partial correlations were employed.

When Self-Criticism

scores were controlled for in the Dependency/BDI relationship, the
resulting correlation was lower but remained fairly strong (firstorder r = .59 vs zero order r = .66).

When controlling for

Dependency scores in the Self-Criticism/BDI relationship, the
decrease in that association was much greater (.25 vs .44),
suggesting that the Dependency character is more strongly related to
expressions of depressive symptomatology.
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The combination of Self-Criticism and Efficacy scores (in
Critical Capable subjects) did not result in higher depression
levels than those expressed by Efficacy subjects.

The Self-

Criticism factor, as derived from this study, does not appear to be
a separate and robust measure of a type of depression, deriving its
character instead in combination with one of the other two DEQ
factors.

The Critical Capable subjects were less deferential than

Efficacy subjects, but no other significant differences were found
between the groups.

Perhaps the addition of a self-critical

component to feelings of efficacy is related to less interest in a
congenial interpersonal style (with Critical Capable subjects'
Deference scores comparable to that of the depression groups).

This

addition was not, however, related to a significant increase in
depressive feelings.

Whether the Efficacy and Critical Capable

groups should be conceptually distinguished is a question for
further study.

It is possible that the measures used in this study

do not assess the more salient variables that differentiate the two
groups, variables that might include expression of hostility or
level of self-esteem.

Conversely,

it may be, given the relatively

small differences found between the groups, that it is not
empirically useful to draw distinctions between the two.
Golding and Singer (1983) described feelings of inefficacy as a
central element of a depressive disorder, comparing this to
Seligman's (1975) learned helplessness formulation.

The writers

suggested that lacking self-efficacy may be more strongly related to
depression than dependency or self-criticism, arguing that a
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nondepressed person could feel self-critical or dependent yet
efficacious enough to avoid becoming depressed.

The strong inverse

association demonstrated between Efficacy scores and level of
depression supports this notion, as does an occurrence of the
Efficacy/Self-Criticism combination.

In contrast,

the lack of a

frequent combination of Efficacy and Dependency and the stronger
inverse relationship between Efficacy and Dependency scores than
between Efficacy and Self-Criticism scores suggest that feelings of
dependency, as derived from the current factor structure, are more
likely to be associated with depression.
A further word about the Dependency scale is important.
Although the current scale is highly similar to the original scale,
several composite items from the original Self-Criticism factor
moved to this new first factor.

Feelings of unworthiness, being

threatened by change, feelings of guilt, and worries about
disappointing other people were included in the characterization of
the Dependency scale.

Using Blatt et a l .'s (1976) original factor

scores, Zuroff and Mongrain (1987) used a percentile-split procedure
to identify subjects with high Dependency vs. high Self-Criticism
scores.

The researchers found that Dependency subjects reported

high levels of introjective-like depression (assessed by means of a
specially derived affective adjective checklist).

Among the

explanations for this effect, the investigators suggested that the
measure of introjective depression may have been sensitive to the
anaclitically-associated belief that the individual is lacking the
characteristics required to be loved.

Beyond the potential confound
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that the four to six week delay between subject assignment and
subsequent testing may have caused significant changes in those
assignments,

the present study offers support to the proposal that

the Dependency factor does indeed include characteristics typically
associated with an introjective depression.

It would be of interest

to know whether the researchers' data included a significant
subgroup of subjects scoring high on both scales.
Concerns for other subject selection issues arose during the
course of this investigation.

It is the case that the original

decision to use only female subjects in this study was based on ease
of data interpretation and time constraints.

As serendipity might

have it, the choice turned out to be a fortunate one.

Blatt and

associates (1976) reported that coefficients of congruence between
the male and female factor solutions were all above .80.

Based on

this result, several researchers (Blatt et a l . , 1982; Chevron et
al., 1978; Stein & Sanfilipo,

1985; Zuroff et al., 1983) justified

the scoring of male DEQ responses according to female norms.

The

current investigator re-calculated and replicated the original
coefficients, with one striking exception.

What has thus far been

sorely overlooked is the fact that the coefficient of congruence for
the original Dependency factor for males and females, computed by
this investigator to be .86, is negative.

Items loading onto the

first factor for males have reversed weightings from those for
females.

This weight reversal is true for 58 of the 66 total items.

The high-loading items for the female and male solutions are
generally comparable, resulting in the relatively high level of
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congruence and suggesting an underlying conceptual similarity.
Interpretively, however, the solutions are quite dissimilar.

The

Dependency scale for males, then, is made up of items reflecting,
for instance, a lack of concern for others' expectations or
criticisms or the loss of important others.
is one of "independence", not dependency.

Generally,

the factor

Future research will be

required to determine whether this independent factor is relevant to
depression in males.
Until an adequate male sample is obtained,

the DEQ,

particularly as it is herein revised, should be used with female
subjects only.

Blatt, Rounsaville, Eyre, and Wilber's (1984) more

recent work on depression level in opiate addicts has found
significant differences only for the Self-Criticism scale, and the
sample was predominantly male.

Given the current critique of the

original Self-Criticism factor and the inappropriate scoring
procedure for the Dependency scale, much of this work may be
invalid.

Assuming an appropriate factor analysis for a male sample

is obtained, Blatt and associates may obtain more meaningful results
if the study is replicated.
Edwards Personal Preference Schedule Considerations
Attention is turned now to the results obtained for the current
study's Dependency, Mixed, and Efficacy groups on the subscales from
the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule.

It had been hypothesized

that Dependency subjects would endorse a more succorant style than
other subjects.

There were, however, no differences among any of

the groups, and neither Sample 1 nor Sample 2 correlational results
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demonstrated a significant association between Dependency scores and
a succorant style.

This lack of association argues against the

nurture-, affection-, and protection-seeking character of the
anaclitic depression,

supposedly tapped by the DEQ scale.

It was

also hypothesized that Self-Criticism would be associated with a
deferent and abasing style.

Though lacking a Self-Criticism subject

group, the correlational data do support the abasement association;
in contrast, Sample 1 data revealed a negative relationship between
Self-Criticism scores and a deferent style, with no significant
relationship exhibited in Sample 2.

In both samples, however,

Dependency scores were more strongly related to the Abasement scale.
A more negativistic, self-abasing character, then, appears to be
associated with the Dependency scale than was hypothesized.
Planned group comparisons revealed, contrary to expectation,
that Efficacy subjects were more deferent than Dependency and Mixed
subjects.

It is suggested that the Efficacy subjects' sense of

security, self-confidence, and self-satisfaction permits them to be
more attentive to another person's requests and instructions,

to

deal more comfortably with another's actions and reactions by
suppressing their own preferences and opinions.
relatively low deference scores, however,

Due to the

it is not suggested that

the Efficacy subjects go so far as to endorse an obsequious style;
rather, they are able to defer to others as might be interpersonally
appropriate.

Extending this deferent style to a larger concern for

polite social exchanges, the negative associations between social
desirability and depression measures (i.e., Dependency scale and BDI
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scores) also lend support to the hypothesis that depressed subjects
are less likely to endorse or exhibit socially desirable behaviors
(Coyne, 1976; Hokanson, Sacco, Blumberg, & Landrum, 1980; Kuiper &
McCabe,

1985).

The results for group scores on the Abasement scale

were more in line with predictions. Efficacy subjects generally
expressed less guilt, self-blame,

inferiority, and a lesser tendency

to give in timidly to others.
Some comparative statements have already been made in regard to
the correlational results from Sample 2.

It will be noted further

that in this second sample, Efficacy subjects again met Beck et
al.'s nondepressed criterion, and the Mixed subjects were in the
moderately depressed range.

In contrast, associations between

Efficacy scores and other measures did not meet the report criterion
outlined in the previous section.

Because of the criticisms already

presented against the original DEQ solution and the argument for the
superiority of the current study's re-factored solution, no further
specific comments will be made for this set of results.
All of the foregoing discussion of the nature of the DEQ must
be tempered by the recognition that of the total variance within the
measure only a little more than a quarter is accounted for by the
three specified factors.

Generally, the Dependency and, in

particular, the Self-Criticism factors do not appear to represent
the independent, robust depressive types hypothesized by Blatt
(1974; Blatt et a l ., 1976), though the Dependency factor is more
clearly associated with a traditional measure of depression.
Nonetheless,

the measure does assess several significant and
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meaningful effects and appears to be a valid tool for the
identification of some depression-related phenomena.

It would be

informative for future research to explore alternative solutions for
the questionnaire,
factors.

including the specification of a larger number of

The present study's three factor solution appears to offer

a first factor that is moderately associated with a traditional
measure of depression, a second factor that is more clearly a
nondepressed measure, and a third and weaker factor that gains its
character primarily in combination with one of the other factors.
As Zuroff and colleagues (1983) asserted,

the lack of corroborating

evidence for the anaclitic and introjective depressions as measured
by the DEQ may be due to problems in theory, in the DEQ, or in the
associated measures.

The contention of this study must be that, as

currently derived from the Depressive Experiences Questionnaire,
Dependency and Self-Criticism do not reflect the depressive types
described in the original formulation of anaclitic and introjective
depression.
Taking a more general overview, it is noteworthy that of the
various subject groups chosen from the initial mass-tesing DEQ
responses, the Mixed group was the only group to be chosen according
to a stringent quartile split procedure:

For these subjects,

Dependency and Self-Criticism scores were in the top quartile and
Efficacy scores were in the bottommost quartile.
enough numbers in the other three groups,

To obtain large

it was necessary to modify

that quartile criterion such that "low” scores were taken to include
the two lower quartiles of the scale distributions.

As proposed in
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the learned helplessness literature (Seligman, 1975), the feeling
that an individual is not in control of his or her behavioral
outcomes results in experiences of depression.

Reviewing Seligman's

model, Bemporad (1978) argued that it may be that depressives are
not "helpless" but instead have learned specific methods, however
inappropriate, to secure lost reinforcements.

With a very low sense

of self-efficacy, at least as expressed by the present Efficacy
factor, depressed individuals may seek fulfillment of dependency,
stability, achievement, and self-esteem needs through other people.
The pattern of results obtained in this study also indicates
that self-criticism, as measured on the DEQ, does not represent a
depressive type created by negative self-evaluations, as proposed in
Beck's (1976) model.

It is suggested, however, that the few items

comprising that DEQ scale are not representative of the negative
cognitive triad described by Beck.

The DEQ itself does include the

items appropriate to assess negativistic evaluations (e.g., feelings
of failure, unworthiness, dissatisfaction, gap between real and
ideal self), but these items, with reverse weightings, are
associated with the Efficacy factor.

This may account for the

strong association between the Efficacy scale and BDI scores.

On

the other hand, the DEQ may offer a psychometric advance over the
Beck Depression Inventory.

As described above, the DEQ,

particularly as reflected in the Dependency scale, includes several
interpersonal experiential statements, but the BDI includes only two
items with vague reference to interpersonal relationships and is
otherwise more symptom focused.

Recent formulations of an
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interactional model of depression (e.g., Coyne, 1976) would suggest
that the BDI is an inadequate measure of depressive experience,
neglecting interpersonal dynamics.

It would be informative for

future research to explore alternative solutions for the DEQ to
determine whether other factors might reflect more specific
interpersonal issues.

As a more adequate and useful measure of

depressive symptoms and experiences is developed, one representing
these seemingly diverse dimensions,
intra- and interpersonal experience.

it should include items of both
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Appendix A
Structure Matrix for Oblimin Rotation of DEQ Principal
Components Analysis

Factor
Item

I

Factor

Factor

Factor

II

III

Item

I

Factor

Factor

II

III

1

.042

.215

.449

21

- .082

.540

- .037

2

.524

- .205

-.176

22

.468

- .159

.042

3

.036

.030

- .282

23

.491

.119

.074

4

.405

- .244

.231

24

.025

.189

.451

5

- .364

.160

.011

25

.414

- .396

.351

6

.503

- .310

- .043

26

- .398

.082

- .138

7

.345

- .456

.351

27

.094

-.287

.050

8

- .280

.434

.000

28

.524

- .278

.310

9

- .341

- .015

- .123

29

.110

- .011

.194

10

.402

- .304

.456

30

.470

- .487

.203

11

.573

- .413

.098

31

- .349

.230

.046

12

- .490

.236

- .058

32

.301

.280

.369

13

.256

- .470

.147

33

- .192

.530

.211

14

- .154

.035

.272

34

.407

- .038

.255

15

.114

.119

.480

35

.193

- .485

.137

16

.447

- .446

.272

36

.469

- .531

.320

17

.372

- .538

.212

37

.430

-.353

- .055

18

- .382

.043

- .263

38

- .467

.132

.106

19

.527

- .179

- .159

39

.084

- .183

.143

20

.378

.130

.180

40

.428

.177

.224
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Factor
Item

I

Factor

Factor

Factor

II

III

Item

I

Factor

Factor

II

III

41

.546

- .111

.280

63

.268

- .030

.016

42

- .406

.223

.370

64

.302

- .213

.612

43

.584

- .318

.250

65

- .419

.053

.348

44

.034

- .026

.402

66

.202

- .242

.551

45

.546

- .024

.197

46

.461

- .058

.057

47

- .048

-.257

- .010

48

- .365

.443

- .273

49

- .069

.256

.214

50

.540

- .302

- .092

51

.276

- .324

- .278

52

.423

.133

.117

53

.133

- .142

.532

54

-.130

.347

.157

55

.597

- .115

.045

56

.079

- .360

- .130

57

- .082

-.379

- .099

58

.257

- .363

.127

59

.116

.363

.142

60

.033

.476

.079

61

.027

' .493

.018

62

-.190

.694

- .103
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